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Abstract
Concurrency can be implemented in a Web server using synchronous and asynchronous mechanisms
provided by the underlying operating system. Compared to the synchronous mechanisms, asynchronous
mechanisms are attractive because they provide the benefit of concurrency while alleviating much of
the overhead and complexity of multi-threading. The Proactor pattern in middleware, which effectively
encapsulates the asynchronous mechanisms provided by an operating system, can be used to implement
a high performance Web server.
The performance expectations imposed on a Web server make it necessary to analyze its performance
prior to deployment. While performance of a server can be measured after implementation, designtime performance analysis, conducted early in the life cycle, can also enable informed configuration and
provisioning choices. A model-based approach can be used for such design-time performance analysis.
In this paper we present a queuing model of an asynchronous Web server implemented using the Proactor
pattern. We discuss the implementation of the queuing model using the Stochastic Reward Net (SRN)
modeling paradigm. A model decomposition strategy along with its SRN implementation to enable the
application of the model to practical Web servers is then described. We demonstrate the use of the model
to guide key provisioning and configuration decisions using several examples.

1 Introduction and motivation
Within a relatively short duration since its advent, the World Wide Web (WWW) has become an important
source of information and services. Initially, users were attracted to the WWW primarily due to the convenience, flexibility, ease of use and low costs associated with the use of these services. However, as the

prevalence of WWW in business and critical domains grows, it is becoming evident that WWW services
must be offered with superior performance in order to retain existing users and attract new ones [31].
A central component of any WWW service is a Web server. Modern Web servers have to process millions
of client requests on a daily basis. In order to fulfill such high workload demands, it is inevitable that
modern Web servers be equipped with the capability to process multiple requests concurrently. Concurrency
may be implemented in a Web server using the synchronous or asynchronous capabilities provided by the
underlying operating system. Although multi-thread and multi-process Web server architectures [16] which
rely on the synchronous capabilities are commonly used, the asynchronous mechanisms may be attractive
because they provide the benefit of concurrency while alleviating much of the overhead and complexity of
multi-threading. The Proactor pattern in middleware [25], which effectively encapsulates the asynchronous
mechanisms supported by the operating system, can be used to implement a high performance Web server.
Due to the high performance expectations associated with a WWW service, it is imperative that service
performance be analyzed prior to deployment. Although performance can be measured once the service is
implemented, it is often too late and expensive to take corrective action at this stage if it is discovered that
the target performance cannot be met. It is thus cost-effective and advantageous to conduct performance
analysis earlier in the life cycle at design time. Model-based analysis is an attractive approach to conduct
such design-time performance analysis.
In this paper we describe a model-based approach for the design-time performance analysis of a Web
server which implements concurrent processing capabilities using the asynchronous mechanisms encapsulated in the Proactor pattern. We capture the characteristics of the Proactor pattern that are relevant from a
performance perspective into a queuing model. We then discuss how the queuing model can be implemented
using the Stochastic Reward Net (SRN) modeling paradigm. We then describe a model decomposition strategy to enable the use of the model to estimate the performance metrics in practical scenarios. The SRN
implementation of the model decomposition strategy is also discussed. We illustrate how the model can be
used to guide configuration and provisioning decisions with several examples.
The balance of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the Proactor pattern. A brief background on SRNs is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the performance analysis
methodology. Section 5 illustrates the potential of the methodology with examples. Section 6 summarizes
the related research. Section 7 offers concluding remarks and directions for future research.
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2 Proactor pattern
In this section we provide an overview of the Proactor pattern. We also discuss the advantages of implementing a Web server using the Proactor pattern.

2.1 Proactor description
The Proactor pattern is a software architectural pattern for event handling, which is used to describe how
to initiate, receive, demultiplex, dispatch and process events in network systems [25]. It has been primarily
developed to support many simultaneous user requests. Its main purpose is to improve the performance
of an event-driven application that receives and processes multiple events asynchronously. Conceptually,
this pattern simplifies asynchronous operations by integrating the demultiplexing of completion events and
the dispatching of the corresponding event handlers. The general idea of the Proactor pattern is to wait
for an event to occur and then initiate the appropriate operation. Once the event starts execution, other
events may be initiated and processed. When the event finishes execution, the Proactor demultiplexes the
completion event and dispatches it to an appropriate event handler for subsequent processing of the results
of the operation.
To implement the Proactor pattern (considering the arrivals of events, each of which requires a single
operation to complete), when an event arrives, the application’s entity called an initiator starts an appropriate
asynchronous operation. The pattern then registers the event with an associated event handler and event
dispatcher with the Asynchronous Operation Processor (AOP). Then an initiator invokes the registered asynchronous operation on the AOP. An asynchronous operation is executed without blocking its caller’s thread
of control. As a result, the caller can perform other operations. That is, the operation and the initiator can
run independently and the initiator can invoke a new asynchronous operation while others continue executing
concurrently. If an operation must wait for the occurrence of an event, such as a connection request generated by a remote application, its execution will be deferred until the event arrives. In this paper, however, we
consider only those cases where operations are processed independently and do not wait for the occurrence
of other events. Once the operation is complete, the AOP retrieves information corresponding to an event
handler and a dispatcher, and generates a completion event containing the results of the asynchronous operation. The Proactor then inserts the completion event along with the retrieved information into the completion
event queue. It then removes the completion event from the completion event queue and demultiplexes and
dispatches the event to the event handler associated with the asynchronous operation. Subsequently, the
event handler processes the results of the asynchronous operation and calls back to the application.
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2.2 Proactor advantages
There are several advantages to implementing a Web server using the Proactor pattern [25]. These include:
• The Proactor pattern executes each asynchronous operation independently; thus, each service that
a Web server provides can be processed separately. Accordingly, a particular demultiplexer and a
dispatcher used for each completion event associated with an asynchronous operation can be implemented, managed, and treated independently. As a consequence, the implementation of the Web server
is decomposed and decoupled, and hence is more manageable.
• Structuring the demultiplexing and dispatching of completion events simplifies the development process
of a Web server, which normally requires asynchronous operations.
• Once an asynchronous operation is initiated, the thread that initiated the operation becomes available
to service additional requests.
• Since the asynchronous operations are processed concurrently and the completion events associated
with the operations are demultiplexed and dispatched asynchronously, the operations are executed
without waiting for the completion of the previous ones. Multiple client requests can be processed
simultaneously, which may improve server performance.

3 Overview of SRNs
This section provides an overview of the Stochastic Reward Net (SRN) modeling paradigm which is used
to implement the performance model of the Proactor pattern. The details of SRNs can be obtained from
elsewhere [20].
A SRN is a directed graph, which contains two types of nodes: places and transitions. A directed arc
connecting a place (transition) to a transition (place) is called an input (output) arc. Arcs are associated
with a positive integer called the multiplicity. Places can contain tokens that move from one place to another
through transitions. A transition is enabled when each of the places connected to it by its input arc have
at least the number of tokens equal to the multiplicity of those arcs. When an enabled transition fires, a
number of tokens equal to the input arc multiplicity is removed from each of the corresponding input places,
and a number of tokens equal to the output arc multiplicity is deposited in each of the corresponding output
places. A SRN may also include an inhibitor arc, which can also have a multiplicity associated with it.
An inhibitor arc inhibits the transition it is connected to if the place it is connected to at its other end has
a number of tokens equal to at least its multiplicity. The state of a SRN with P places is represented by a
4

vector (m1 , m2 , · · · , mp ) called the marking of the SRN, where mi is the number of tokens in place i. A
SRN marking with at least one immediate transition enabled is called a vanishing marking, and a marking
with no immediate transitions enabled is called a tangible marking. A reward rate may be associated with
each tangible marking of a SRN. The tangible markings of a SRN and the rates of transition among them
are equivalent to the corresponding states and state transitions of an underlying continuous time Markov
chain (CTMC) [29]. Hence, a SRN can be mapped into an equivalent Markov reward model (MRM) [20],
automatically using software tools such as SPNP [7]. SRN models allow the concise specification of various
reward functions. To extend the power of specification, a SRN may also include the specification of enabling
(or guard) functions for each transition. The transition is enabled only if the enabling function returns 1.
SRNs substantially extend the modeling power of Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPNs) [24], which
are an extension of Petri nets [19]. SRNs represent a powerful modeling technique with concise specification
and form closer to a designer’s intuition. As a result, it is also easier to transfer the results obtained from
solving the models and interpret them in terms of the entities that exist in the system being modeled. SRNs
have been extensively used for performance, reliability and performability analysis of a variety of systems
including cluster systems, polling systems, and wireless networks [29].

4 Performance analysis methodology
In this section we discuss the performance analysis methodology for a Proactor-based asynchronous Web
server. We first discuss the characteristics of the Web server, followed by the desired performance metrics.
Subsequently, we describe the performance model of the Web server and the SRN implementation of the
model, followed by the model decomposition strategy and its implementation.

4.1 Web server characteristics
A Web server employs the request/reply paradigm, using the HTTP protocol to communicate between itself
and the clients (Web browsers). The clients’ requests are specified in a HTTP message, which may also
include the operation to be performed and its location. We consider a scenario where a Web server provides
m types of services. As soon as a request arrives at the Web server, a corresponding operation is assigned,
initiated, and executed. The completion of these operations is handled in a common queue regardless of
the request type. The completion events are demultiplexed by the Proactor and dispatched to an appropriate
completion event handler. The completion events are further processed by the completion event handlers.
As an instance, consider a Web server which supports a read request. When a client issues a read request
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for a particular file, an HTTP handler can be used to initiate a read operation. After the read operation is
complete, an HTTP handler, which now acts as a completion event handler, further processes the request by
issuing a write operation to transfer the file to the client.
From the point of view of performance analysis, the Web server has the following characteristics:
• The server receives m types of client requests.
• To service these requests, appropriate asynchronous operations are assigned and executed with a pool
of handlers for each request type registered with the Proactor. If an incoming request finds that all the
event handlers for that request type are busy, the request is rejected. To distinguish between handlers
that handle asynchronous operations and handlers that deal with completion operations, the former are
simply referred to as event handlers, while the latter are called completion event handlers.
• The completion operations of all the types of requests, referred to as completion events, are queued in
a single completion event queue.
• The completion events are dequeued by the Proactor on a first-in, first-out basis.
• Each request type has a separate queue holding completion event operations which are then processed
by the completion event handler registered with the Proactor.
• Each request type has a single completion event handler to process the completion events.

4.2 Performance metrics
In this section we present the performance metrics for each request type. We also discuss the practical
significance of these metrics.
1. Expected throughput (Ti ): It is the average processing rate of the Web server.
2. Expected loss probability (Li ): It is the average probability that an incoming request will be rejected
because an event handler is unavailable.
3. Expected response time (Ri ): It is the average time taken by the Web server to serve a client request.
4. Expected busy handlers (Bi ): It is the average number of busy event handlers. This can be used to
guide provisioning decisions regarding the sizes of the event handler pools for a given load.
5. Expected queue lengths (Q and Qi ): It is the average number of completion events in the common and
separate completion event queues.
6

Typically, a service provider has to satisfy dual and conflicting objectives; namely, offer superior service
performance while keeping the cost minimal. From a client’s perspective, service performance is superior, if
the requests are handled at the same rate as they are presented to the server and with negligible loss and acceptable response time. From a provider’s perspective, provisioning of adequate resources (resources consist
of event handlers in the the event handler pools and buffer space for queues) is a way to provide superior performance in a cost-effective manner. However, achieving the correct level of provisioning must be balanced:
over-provisioning would guarantee good performance, but will be expensive; under-provisioning would have
low cost, but would sacrifice performance. Thus, metrics #1 through #3 are important for a user, whereas
metrics #4 and #5 are important for a provider.

4.3 Performance model
In this section we first describe the performance model of a Proactor-based asynchronous Web server, followed by the implementation of the model using the SRN modeling paradigm.
4.3.1 Description of the model
We assume that the requests of each type arrive according to a Poisson distribution, with λi denoting the
arrival rate of type i requests. The size of the event handler pool of type i requests is denoted Ni . The
service time of an asynchronous operation for each request type follows an exponential distribution, with the
parameter of type i request denoted µi . The capacity of the common completion queue is denoted C and the
capacity of the separate completion queue of type i requests is denoted Ci . The demultiplexing time of the
Proactor is exponentially distributed with parameter κ. The service times of the completion event handlers
are exponentially distributed, with the service time of event handler i denoted γi .
Figure 1 shows the queuing model of a Proactor-based Web server. Each event handler pool which handles asynchronous operations for a single request type is modeled as a multi-server processing station with
no queuing. These servers feed completion events to the common completion event queue and they block
if there is no space available in the common completion queue. The operation of demultiplexing the completion events is conducted by a server, which accepts the completion events from the common completion
queue and dispatches them to the appropriate separate completion queue depending on the request type that
generated the completion event. Because the scheduling used for demultiplexing is first-in, first-out, the
demultiplexing operation blocks if the completion queue to which the event is to be dispatched is full. For
example, if the current completion event to be demultiplexed and dispatched is of type i and the type i completion queue has Ci completion events, the demultiplexing operation blocks. The completion event queue
7

Figure 1: Queuing model of an asynchronous Web server
of each event type feeds the corresponding completion handler which completes the processing. Thus, the
three steps involved in fulfilling a single client request are: (i) asynchronous operation, (ii) completion event
demultiplexing and (iii) dispatching and completion event handling.
4.3.2 Implementation of the model
Figure 2 shows the implementation of the queuing model in Figure 1 using the SRN modeling paradigm. We
discuss how the three steps involved in fulfilling a client request are represented by the SRN model.

I: Asynchronous operation:
The asynchronous operation is performed separately for each request type. For a request type i, place Si
represents the pool of event handlers, transition Ai represents the arrival of requests and transition Sri represents the asynchronous operation of the requests by the event handler pool. The firing rate of transition Ai
is λi . Transition Sri has a marking-dependent firing rate and is equal to si × µi , where si is the number of
tokens in place Si . The maximum number of tokens in place Si is equal to the pool size Ni , which results
in the maximum firing rate of transition Sri to be Ni × µi . The presence of Ni tokens in place Si indicates
that all the event handlers in the pool are busy, which should cause an incoming request to be rejected. This
is achieved by the inhibitor arc from place Si to transition Ai with multiplicity Ni .

II: Completion event demultiplexing and dispatching:
8

The event demultiplexing and disptaching step is handled commonly for all the request types. Place CQ
represents the common completion event queue into which a token is deposited by the firing of transitions
Sri s. Inhibitor arcs from place CQ to transitions Sri s prevent the firing of transition Sri s when there are C
tokens in the completion queue. The firing of transition Int dequeues a completion event from the queue and
begins its demultiplexing, which is represented by a token in place DQ. To ensure that exactly one completion event is demultiplexed at a time, the firing of transition Int is prevented by an inhibitor arc from place
DQ. Once a demultiplexing operation is complete, transition Sd fires and deposits a token in an intermediate
place DP , which serves to dispatch the completion event to one of the separate completion event queues.
The dispatching is achieved by probabilistic firing of transitions Sdi s. The transition probability assigned to
transition Sdi is such that its likelihood of firing is the same as the probability with which an event fed into
the completion event queue is of type i. This probability is given by the ratio of the firing rate of transition
Sri to the sum of the firing rates of transition Sri s.

III: Completion event handling:
Similar to the first step, the third step is conducted separately for each type of event. For an event type i,
place CQi represents the separate completion event queue and Ei represents the completion event handler.
Transition Sci represents the handling of a completion event. The firing rate of transition Sci is γi . The firing
of the immediate transition Spi initiates the service of the completion event by the completion event handler.
Thus, Spi can fire only when there is no token in place Ei , which indicates that the completion event handler
is available. This is achieved by the inhibitor arc from place Ei to transition Spi . To represent the blocking
of the demultiplexing operation when the separate completion event queue of an event type which is at the
head of the common completion queue is full, inhibitor arcs are added from places CQi s to place CQ with
multiplicities Ci s. We note that this represents a pessimistic scenario, since it blocks the demultiplexing
operation when any one of the separate completion queues are full, regardless of the event type at the head
of the common completion queue.

4.4 Model decomposition
The SRN implementation of the queuing model shown in Figure 2 can be solved as is using the numerical
solvers in the Stochastic Petri Net Package (SPNP) [7] to estimate the performance metrics for a given
choice of parameters. However, for the pool and queue sizes used in practical Web servers (for example, in
the Apache Web server the queue size is set to 3000 and the number of threads is set to 25 by default [15]),
state space explosion would make solving the SRN model infeasible. To alleviate the state space explosion
9

Figure 2: SRN implentation of the queuing model
issue, we describe a model decomposition strategy in this section. We then discuss how the decomposition
strategy can be implemented in the SRN model.
4.4.1 Description of the strategy
The model decomposition strategy consists of hierarchically partitioning the overall model into sub-models.
The sub-models are then solved and their results are combined to obtain the performance estimates.
The queuing model is partitioned into three sub-models, namely, M1 , M2 and M3 as shown in Figure 1.
Sub-model M1 comprises of the event handler pools, sub-model M2 captures the demultiplexing and dispatching of the completion events and sub-model M3 represents the handling of the completion events. In
sub-model M1 , the different types of requests are handled independently of each other by their respective
pools of event handlers. As a result, sub-model M1 can be partitioned further into m lower level sub-models,
denoted M1,1 , . . . , M1,m for each of the m request types. Similarly, in sub-model M3 , the queuing and the
handling of the completion events is handled independently for the different event types, due to which it
can also be partitioned further into m lower level sub-models, denoted M3,1 , . . . , M3,m . For type i requests,
the parameters of sub-model M1,i are the size of the event handler pool and the service rate of each event
handler. These parameters will impact the loss probabilities and the number of busy event handlers. The
solution of sub-model M1,i will provide the average rate at which type i requests are processed by the event
10

handler pool, denoted α1,i . α1,i s serve as inputs to the second sub-model M2 . The total input rate to the
second sub-model, denoted α2 is given by:
α2 = α1,1 + α1,2 + · · · + α1,m

(1)

The rate at which the Proactor demultiplexes a single completion event and the capacity of the common
completion queue are the parameters of second sub-model M2 . These parameters will impact the average
queue length of the completion queue, the total demultiplexing time τ2 for a completion event (queuing time
plus the demultiplexing time) and the effective demultiplexing rate, denoted δ. The input rate to model M3,i ,
denoted η3,i , is given by:
η3,i =

α1,i
δ
α1,1 + · · · + α1,m

(2)

Equation (2) scales the effective demultiplexing rate δ by the likelihood of a type i event being fed into
the common completion queue to determine the rate at which completion events are demultiplexed into the
separate completion queue of type i requests. The parameters of sub-model M3,i include the service rate of
the completion event handler and the capacity of the separate completion event queue. These parameters will
influence the total time taken to process a completion event denoted τ3,i (queuing time plus the completion
event handling time) and the throughputs of the Web server.
Table 1 summarizes the inputs, parameters and outputs of the different sub-models. In summary, estimates of average loss probabilities and the average number of busy handlers are obtained from the solution
of the sub-models M1,1 , . . . , M1,m , the total demultiplexing time and the average queue length of the completion queue are provided by the solution of sub-model M2 and the handling times of the completion events,
queue lengths of the separate completion queues and the throughputs are obtained from the solution of submodels M3,1 , . . . , M3,m .
The end-to-end response time of a type i request obtained by adding the time spent by the request in the
three processing steps is given by:
Ri = τ1,i + τ2 + τ3,i

(3)

In Equation (3), τ1,i is the contribution of sub-model M1,i to the response time and is given by 1/µi .
τ2 is the contribution of sub-model M2 (demultiplexing and queuing in the common completion queue) to
the response time. Since the demultiplexing is conducted on a first-in, first-out basis and one at a time,
the contribution of sub-model M2 to the response time is the same for all the types of requests. τ3,i is the
contribution of sub-model M3,i (queuing in the separate completion queue and completion event handling)
to the response time.
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Table 1: Inputs, parameters and outputs of sub-models
Sub-model

Input

Parameter

Output

M1,i

Arrival rate (λi )

Pool size (Ni )

Loss probability (Li )

Service rate (µi )

Busy handlers (Bi )
Avg. processing rate (α1,i )

M2

Input rate (α2 )

Capacity (C)

Queue length (Q)

Demux. rate (κ)

Total demux. time (τ2 )
Eff. demux. rate (δ)

M3,i

Input rate (η3,i )

Capacity (Ci )

Queue length (Qi )

Comp. event hand. rate (γi )

Total hand. time (τ3,i )
Throughput (Ti )

Typically, using a model decomposition strategy only approximate performance estimates can be obtained. This is because of the errors and inaccuracies that are introduced at the interfaces of the sub-models
and the propagation of these errors and inaccuracies to the other sub-models. These inaccuracies arise due
to the implicit assumptions that the decoupling and partitioning of the different pieces of the model is based
upon. In this case, at the interface of sub-models M1 and M2 , the decomposition strategy assumes that the
event handlers do not block due to the lack of space in the common completion event queue. This will hold
if the capacity of the common queue is sufficiently large to absorb any short-term spikes or bursts and the
demultiplexing rate is greater than the rate at which the completion events are fed into the common queue
to ensure long-term stability. Similarly, at the interface of sub-models M2 and M3,i s, the decomposition
scheme assumes that the demultiplexing operation does not block due to the lack of space in the separate
completion event queues. Once again, by provisioning separate queues with large capacities and ensuring
that the service rate of each completion event handler is greater than the rate at which the completion events
are fed into its queue, it can be ensured that this assumption holds. The second factor which gives rise to
approximate estimates also arises at the interfaces between the sub-models, when the outputs produced from
one sub-model are fed as inputs to other sub-models. Although it is possible to obtain the average values of
the output of one sub-model (and hence the average values of the inputs to the next sub-model), it is usually
difficult to determine the distributions of these outputs (inputs). This makes it necessary to assume the distribution of the inputs, which may result in approximate estimates. For example, in the queuing model of the
Proactor-based server, where the processing rates of sub-models M1,1 , . . . , M1,m serve as the input rates to
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Figure 3: Model decomposition in SRN
sub-model M2 , the average processing rates and hence the average input rates can be determined, but it may
not be possible to determine the actual distribution.
Although exact performance estimates can be rarely obtained using a model decomposition scheme, the
approximate performance estimates that can be obtained usually provide sufficient information for designtime analysis, where the primary purpose is to determine the range of parameter choices for which the
performance is acceptable for an expected load. Such information can be used to guide provisioning and
configuration decisions.
4.4.2 Implementation of the strategy
The model decomposition strategy can be implemented by partitioning the SRN model in Figure 2 as shown
in Figure 3. The figure indicates that additional transitions and arcs are needed in sub-models M2 and M3,i s
to facilitate model decomposition.
In sub-model M2 , transitions I2,i represent inputs to the common completion event queue, which are
provided by the outputs of sub-models M1,i s. The firing rate of transition I2,i is the same as the firing rate
of transition Sri and is given by α1,i . Inhibitor arcs from place CQ to transitions I2,i s with multiplicity C
prevent their firing when the common completion queue is full. The effective demultiplexing rate δ is the
rate at which transition Sd fires. In sub-model M3,i , transition I3,i represents the dispatching of events to
the completion event handler queue after demultiplexing. The firing rate of transition I3,i is η3,i and is given
by Equation (2). An inhibitor arc from place CQi to transition I3,i with multiplicity Ci prevents the firing
13

Table 2: Reward rates for performance measures
Sub-model

Perf. Measure

Reward rate

M1,i

Loss probability (Li )

return(#Si == Ni ?1 : 0)

Busy handlers (Bi )

return(#Si )

Processing rate (α1,i )

return rate(Sri )

Queue length, common queue (Q)

return (#CQ)

Total demultiplexing time (τ2 )

return ((#CQ + #DQ)/κ)

Effective demux. rate (δ)

return rate(Sd)

Throughput (Ti )

return rate(Sci )

Queue length, separate queue (Qi )

return(#CQi )

Total comp. hand. time (τ3,i )

return ((#CQi + #Ei )/γi )

M2

M3,i

of transition I3,i when the separate completion event queue is full. We note that the capacities of the queues
need to be very large to prevent request loss and enable model decomposition. The inhibitor arcs need to
be added to the sub-models however, to prevent an overflow of tokens while solving the sub-models using
numerical techniques.
The rationale used to assign reward rates to obtain the performance measures from the sub-models is as
follows. For sub-model M1,i , the busy event handlers Bi is given by the number of tokens in place Si , the
loss probabilility Li is given by the probability of Ni tokens in place Si and the processing rate α1,i is given
by the firing rate of transition Sri . For sub-model M2 , the queue length of the common completion queue
Q is the number of tokens in place CQ and the effective demultiplexing rate δ is given by the firing rate of
transition Sd. The total demultiplexing time τ2 , according to Little’s law [29], is given by the ratio of the
sum of the number of tokens in places CQ and DQ and the demultiplexing rate κ. For sub-model M3,i ,
the queue length of the separate completion queue Qi is given by the number of tokens in place CQi , the
throughput Ti is the firing rate of transition Sci and the total completion event handling time τ3,i is given by
the ratio of the sum of the number of tokens in places CQi and Ei and the completion event handling rate γi .
The total completion event handling time is obtained using Little’s law, similar to the total demultiplexing
time. These reward rates are summarized in Table 2. In the table the notation # is used to denote the number
of tokens in a place, for example #CQi denotes the number of tokens in place CQi . The measures that
are indicative of Web server performance (defined in Section 4.2) are in boldface, whereas the ones which
facilitate model decomposition are in plain text.
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Table 3: Nominal parameter values
Parameter

Value

Arrival rate (λi )

10.0/s

Pool size (Ni )

8

Service rate (µi )

2.0/s

Capacity, common queue (C)

3000

Demultiplexing rate (κ)

25.0/s

Capacity, separate queue (Ci )

3000

Completion event handling rate (γi )

25.0/s

5 Illustrative examples
In this section we illustrate the potential of the methodology to guide configuration and provisioning decisions with examples. We consider a Web server which provides two types of services, or m = 2. In the
first experiment, we validate the performance estimates obtained from the SRN model using simulation. We
then conduct several experiments to analyze the impact of the parameters of each one of three sub-models
on the performance metrics. In all the experiments, the performance estimates were obtained by solving the
SRN sub-models shown in Figure 3 using SPNP. Because the arrival and service rates, and the configuration
parameters for both types of requests are set to the same values in all the experiments, it results in nearly
similar performance estimates for both request types. As a result, performance estimates of only one request
type are reported for all the experiments.

Experiment I: Model validation
The first experiment serves to validate the performance estimates obtained from SRN using simulation, for
nominal parameter values summarized in Table 3. For this purpose, the queuing model of the Proactorbased Web server was implemented using CSIM [26]. The performance estimates obtained from SRN and
simulation are shown in Table 4. The confidence intervals for the estimates obtained using simulation are
within 5% of the mean and are not shown here. The results reported in the table indicate that the performance
estimates obtained using simulation match very well with estimates obtained from the model decomposition
strategy.

Experiment II: Impact of event handler pool size
15

Table 4: Comparison of performance measures
Perf. Measure

SRN

Sim.

Loss probability (Li )

0.07

0.70

Busy handlers (Bi )

4.64

4.65

Queue length, common queue (Q)

2.12

2.13

Queue length, separate queue (Qi )

0.22

0.24

Response time (Ri )

0.64

0.63

Throughput (Ti )

9.29

9.27

The second experiment analyzes the impact of the sizes of the event handler pools. We consider three request
arrival rates, namely, λi = 10.0/s, λi = 15.0/s and λi = 20.0/s. The sizes of the event handler pools were
varied from 5 to 25 in steps of 5 and the service rate of a single event handler was set to 2.0/s. The loss
probability, and the number of busy event handlers as a function of the event handler pool size are shown
in the left and the right plots in Figure 4. These figures indicate that a pool size of 5 is not sufficient to
handle the lowest level of load, which leads to a high loss probability and causes the throughput to be lower
than the arrival rate. As the pool size increases, the performance improves. However, for a given arrival rate
increasing the pool size beyond a certain threshold offers diminishing returns. For example, when the arrival
rates are 20.0/s, the loss probability when the pool size is 20 is less than 1%. Thus, increasing the pool size
beyond 20 is perhaps not cost-effective, especially, since the rule of thumb suggests that no more than two
event handlers be placed on a single processor [23, 22, 14]. The average processing rates of sub-model #1
are lower than the arrival rates when the loss probabilities are greater than 0.0. However, with a pool size of
20 when the loss probabilities are negligible, the average processing rates are the same as the arrival rates.

Figure 4: Performance metrics as a function of event handler pool size
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Experiment III: Impact of service rate of asynchronous operations
In the third experiment we analyze the impact of service rate of asynchronous operations on the loss probability and the number of busy event handlers. For this purpose, we set the pool size to 10, and vary the service
rate of each event handler from 2.0/s to 5.0/s in steps of 0.5/s. The loss probability and busy event handlers
for each one of the three arrival rates considered in Experiment II as a function of the event handler service
rate are plotted in Figure 5. As intuitively expected, for a given arrival rate the loss probabilities decrease
as the event handler service rate increases. Further, the event handler rate for which the loss probability
becomes negligible decreases with the arrival rate, which is also expected.

Figure 5: Performance metrics as a function of event handler service rate
The results of Experiments II and III indicate that the goal of negligible loss probability can be achieved
in two ways. In the first approach, the size of the event handler pool can be increased for a fixed event
handler rate, while in the second approach the event handler rate can be increased for a fixed size of the event
handler pool. Typically, an increase in the pool size also requires procurement of additional processors to
support the desired level of concurrency, since the rule of thumb as discussed in Experiment II is two threads
per processor [23, 22, 14]. On the other hand, it may be possible to increase the event handler service rate to
some extent by implementing changes that do not require expensive changes to the hardware infrastructure.
Such a change, for example, might include replacing the existing version of the algorithm by a more efficient
one.

Experiment IV: Impact of demultiplexing rate
This experiment seeks to analyze the impact of the demultiplexing rate of the Proactor. The queue size of
the common completion queue was set to 3000. The sizes of the event handler pools are set to 20 to ensure
negligible loss probabilities. The input rates to the completion events to the second sub-model are given
by the average processing rates α1,i s of the first sub-model. Since the loss probability is negligible, these
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input rates are the same as the original arrival rates. The effective input rate seen by the demultiplexer is
thus the sum of the average processing rates of the two request types and is given by 20.0/s, 30.0/s, and
40.0/s. For the demultiplexer to maintain the processing rate at the same level as the input rate for all the
three input rates, the demultiplexing rate κ should be greater than 40.0/s. κ was thus varied from 40.5/s to
45.0/s, and the two performance metrics, namely, queue length and the contribution of the second sub-model
to the response time, namely, τ2 were obtained. The queue length of the completion queue as a function of
the demultiplexing rate is shown in Figure 6. The figure indicates that even for the highest effective input
rate (λi = 20.0/s) and the lowest demultiplexing rate the average queue length is about 35. This suggests
that a buffer space of 3000, which was used in this experiment, may be unnecessary. Estimates of τ2 are used
in conjunction with the estimates of τ3,i to obtain the end-to-end response times of the requests.

Figure 6: Queue length (common queue) as a function of demultiplexing rate
Experiment V: Impact of completion event handler rate
The input rate the third sub-models were obtained by computing the effective demultiplex rate using Equation
(2). The effective demultiplexing rate was obtained when the event handler pool size was set to 20 and the
demultiplexing rate was set to 45.0/s. Since these parameter settings ensure that the probability of request
loss in sub-models M1,i and M2 is negligible, the input rates of the completion events to model M3,i are
the the same as the original arrival rates. Thus, to ensure a stable queue, the service rates of the completion
event handlers should be greater than 20.0/s. Thus, the service rates were varied from 20.5/s to 25.0/s
in steps of 0.5/s. The sizes of the separate completion queues were set to 3000. The queue lengths of
the separate completion queues as a function of the completion event handler rate is shown in Figure 7.
Similar to Experiment IV, the highest average queue length in this case is approximately 39, indicating that
provisioning a buffer of 3000 may be unnecessary. For all the completion event handler rates considered, the
throughput of the Web server for each request type is identical to the request arrival rate.
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Figure 7: Queue length (separate queue) as a function of completion event handler rate
The estimates of τ2 obtained from Experiment IV and those of τ3,r and τ3,w from Experiment V were
combined to obtain the response time as a function of the demultiplexing and completion event handler
rates for each arrival rate using Equation (3). Table 5 shows the response times when the request arrival
rates are 15.0/s for the purpose of illustration. The response times in Table 5 indicate that for a given
value of completion handler rate, increasing the demultiplexing rate from 41.0/s to 45.0/s, provides only
a small improvement in the performance. On the other hand, for a given demultiplexing rate, improving
the completion handler rate yields better performance benefits. The table also provides opportunities for
tradeoffs, by identifying multiple combinations of the completion handler and demultiplexing rates which
provide the same response time. For example, the response time is 0.635s for two combinations: (i) handler
rate of 24.0/s and demultiplexing rate of 41.0/s, and (ii) handler rate of 23.0/s and demultiplexing rate
of 43.0/s. Similarly, the combinations where completion event handler rate is 25.0/s and demultiplexing
rate is 43.0/s and completion event handler rate of 24.0/s and demultiplexing rate of 45.0/s provide the
same response time of 0.614s. By identifying multiple possible combinations with the same performance,
a service provider can choose a combination which is more cost-effective to achieve the same end-to-end
response time.

6 Related research
Research efforts in two areas, namely, performance analysis of middleware services and patterns and performance analysis of Web servers, are relevant to the present work.
Performance analysis of middleware services and patterns can be broadly classified into two categories;
namely, measurement-based and model-based. The measurement-based approach comprises of testing specific implementations with benchmarking suite(s) and then measuring the relevant metrics [4, 11, 18, 30].
The model-based approach consists of building and solving a model using analytical/numerical or simulation
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Table 5: Response times (s), λi = 15.0/s
Completion

Demultiplexing rate (/s)

handler rate (/s)

41.0

42.0

43.0

44.0

45.0

21.0

0.687

0.680

0.674

0.669

0.664

22.0

0.664

0.657

0.651

0.646

0.641

23.0

0.648

0.641

0.635

0.630

0.626

24.0

0.635

0.629

0.623

0.618

0.614

25.0

0.627

0.620

0.614

0.609

0.604

methods to obtain performance estimates. Ramani et al. [21] present a framework for performability analysis
of messaging systems in middleware. Aldred et al. [1] develop Colored Petri Net (CPN) models for different
types of coupling between the application components and with the underlying middleware. Kahkipuro [12]
propose a multi-layer performance modeling framework based on UML and queuing networks for CORBAbased systems. The methodology, however, is for generic CORBA-based client/server systems rather than
for systems built using design patterns.
With the growing complexity of software systems and increasing pressure to reduce the time to market,
there is a significant push towards composing large systems using reusable building blocks or patterns [3, 25].
Performance analysis of such a composed system requires models of the individual building blocks and their
composition. In this paper we have developed a performance model of the Proactor pattern. Although the
model was developed to analyze the performance of an asynchronous Web server, it is generic and could
be used for the performance analysis of any Proactor-based system. Our previous work has developed an
analytical model of the Reactor pattern [5].
Web server performance analysis can also be broadly classified into measurement-based and modelbased approaches. The former approach measures the server performance using benchmarks [9, 8, 10]. Many
model-based approaches use queuing networks to analyze performance [27, 6, 2, 17, 28, 13]. However, most
of these techniques are for Web servers that use synchronous mechanisms for concurrency, whereas the
model presented in this paper is applicable for the analysis of an asynchronous Web server.

7 Conclusions and future research
In this paper we presented a model-based approach for the design-time performance analysis of a Web server
which implements concurrent processing capabilities using the asynchronous mechanisms encapsulated in
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the Proactor pattern. We represented the characteristics of the Proactor pattern that are relevant from a performance perspective in the form of a queuing model. We then presented a model decomposition strategy
to enable the application of the model in practical scenarios. We illustrated the use of the model to guide
configuration and provisioning decisions with several examples. Our future research consists of developing
an analytical/numerical approach for the performance analysis of the Proactor pattern. Developing performance models for other patterns such as the Active object is also a topic of future research.
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